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Abstract. We consider the problem of the existence of first order phase transitions
in ferromagnetic spin systems at low temperatures. A criterion is given for the
existence of phase transitions in terms of an algebraic system canonically
associated with any interaction. The criterion involves finding out if the greatest
common divisor of few polynomials belongs to the ideal generated by these
polynomials.

In connection with results published earlier, this work yields a description of
all translation invariant (also of periodic and quasi-periodic) equilibrium states at
low temperatures.

Introduction

A system exhibits first order phase transition if it has more than one invariant
equilibrium state. One would like to be able to say if for given interaction (and
external parameters) there is a phase transition, how many pure phases are there, and
how to distinguish the phases. Furthermore, one would like to test the extremal
invariant states against the breakdown of various symmetries and to discuss their
clustering properties.

A solution of these problems for ferromagnetic spin \ systems at low
temperatures on 2Γ was described in our note [15] which can serve as an introduction
to the present work. In Sect. 5 we prove a strengthened version of the conjecture of
[15]. Extension of these results to higher spin systems is contained in [32].

The problem of phase transitions at low temperatures has received considerable
attention. The case of Ising model and its perturbations was treated in the sixties by
Griffiths [9] and Dobrushin [3]. This was generalized in [1,8] other relevant papers
can be traced through [10, 11, 13].

More recently a theory of phase transitions for any finite number of ground states
has been developed, first in case when the ground states are related by symmetries of
the interaction [5] and then more complete theory in [25,26]. In a number of cases
existence of phase transitions has been proved with help of the Reflection Positivity
method [6]. And ferromagnetic spin \ systems have been treated in [12,13,20-23],
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In case of a finite number of ground state configurations the phase diagram at low
temperatures is obtained by perturbation of the zero-temperature phase diagram
[26]. In particular, the number of pure phases and low temperatures is equal to the
number of ground states. However, when the number of ground states is infinite -
which occurs in quite a few systems of interest in physics - the picture can be more
complicated and no general results have been obtained. Here we analyze completely
one class of models, the translation invariant ferromagnetic discrete spin systems.

Phase transitions in ferromagnetic spin systems are intimately related to
symmetry breakdown. Namely, the group £P of dippings of the spins which leave the
interaction invariant acts transitively on the ground state configurations [34]. To
describe the phases at low temperatures it is enough to know the part ̂ + of ̂  that is
unbroken [31, 32]1). (In fact this holds at almost all temperatures [19]). Having the
complete description of 5̂ + we easily find examples with infinite &> and finite ^/^+

(finite number of phases at low temperatures), or with infinite £f and infinite ^/^+

(infinite number of phases at low temperatures) [15, 32].
This is a third version of our paper on phase transitions in ferromagnetic spin

systems at low temperatures. The first one (Princeton University, May 1975) is
summarized in [15]. Section 2 in the present paper are as in the first version but both
the decomposition property and the reduction theorem are proved there under
stronger assumptions. The second version (CNRS, Marseille, December 1975) has
Sects. 2 and 3 in the present form, only the reduction is not carried out there in full
generality. It contains an independent discussion of trivial systems (here in Sect. 4.4),
which contributed to the present proof of the reduction theorem, and an appendix
with a detailed study of the groups of contours and cycles putting the decomposition
property and the reduction in another perspective. This has been cut out to shorten
the paper, but can be consulted if the present treatment is found to terse or
incomprehensible. Some of this material appears in [34] where our results are
extended to the general case with the translations no longer acting on the lattice in a
transitive way and with the symmetry group having a gauge (localized) part. [35]
contains also a detailed comparison of our work with [5, 13, 26].

1. Preliminaries

Our lattice IL will be TLV. The configuration space of a spin \ system on 1L is

# = {-l,l}L,

and for any finite A C IL

σA= ΓK
aeA

where σα, the spin at point α, is defined by

σa(X)=Xa, Xe%.

An interaction is identified here with a real valued ^-invariant function J on
^(L)2 ;K = βJ, where β is the inverse temperature, will be also named interaction.

1 In the case of Ising model, earlier argument of the type employed in [31] is due to D. Ruelle [29]

2 As usual, for any set IL, ^f(IL) denotes the family of all finite subsets of IL
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The support of J is denoted by J>. Elements of J* are called bonds. We assume that
there is a finite fundamental family of bonds ("finite range interaction") i.e. there is a
finite family ̂ 0 of bonds such that any element of & is congruent with exactly one
bond of ̂ 0. The energy corresponding to the interaction J is written as

17 =-
Be

The Gibbs state in a finite A C IL corresponding to the configuration + 1 outside A
and to a temperature β'1 ascribes to a configuration X on Λ the probability

where forXe&Λ = {-l,l}A,X+ is the element of 3C equal to JSΓ on Λ and to -f 1
outside of A.

An interaction J is ferromagnetic if J(B)>0, all Be J*. The equilibrium state ρ +

obtained as the limit of the net (ρ^) as A]1L is of special interest in case of
ferromagnetic systems3. Let

^+ depends on the temperature since ρ+ does our task here is to determine $ + for
general ferromagnetic systems at ίow temperatures. As shown in [30, 31, 15] at low
temperatures £%+ determines all invariant (and also quasi-invariant, cf. Appendix B)
equilibrium states.

Let SCf be the family of all configurations that are "4-1 at infinity" :

3£f = {Xe3£ :Xa=—l at a finite number of points}.

For XeSef let the contour y(X) [22] be defined by

Then from the obvious identities :

exp Σ K(B)σB(X+) = exp Σ K(B)+ Σ K(B)(σB(X+}~l)

exp
J3nylΦ0

one obtains the following expression for ρ^ (Low Temperature Expansion, [35, 22]) :

Beγ(X + )

2. ρ + (σx)Φθ if Contours Decompose

By a graph we understand a pair G = (V,E) where F is a non-empty set and £ is a
family of two-element subsets of V; elements of V are called vertices and of E edges of

3 Cf. [4,17] for the definition and properties of equilibrium state and to [7,11], and also [31], for the
proof of the existence and/or properties of ρ+
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the graph G. A path in the graph G is a sequence

(v0,...,vn,ei9...,en), υ^V, eteE, (2.1)

such that ek = {vk_l, υk} for fc = 1, . . . , n. We say that the path (2.1) passes through the
vertices v0,...,υn and that it connects v0 and vn. The number n in (2.1) is called the
length of the path (υ0) is a path of length zero. We adopt the usual definition of
connectivity and components of graphs, trees, etc.

2. 1 . Lemma. Let G = (V,E)bea connected graph with a finite number I of vertices. Then
for each vεV there exists a path of length 21 — 2 which starts at v and passes through all
the vertices.

For trees the lemma is proved easily by induction with respect to the number of
vertices and the general case can be reduced to that of a tree.

2.2. We now place ourselves in the framework of Sect 1. We fix a (finite) fundamental
family ^0 of bonds.

The following notation and definitions will be employed :
For x-(x 1 ?...,x v)elR v

? IxHmaxflxJ, ...,|xv |} for a subset #c!Rv

diamJ3 = sup{|x — y\ :

= mesh ̂ 0 = sup {diam£ :Be ^}.
For two subsets ^jBcIR* we let

Let AT be a natural number we will say that a family <$ of non-empty subsets of IRV is
N -connected if the graph

is connected.

2.3 Lemma. Let I be a natural number and let Ae£$. Then the number of l-element
subfamilies of B which are N-connected and contain A is not greater than

where b = max(|^0|,mesh^0).

Proof. It is not difficult to see that for any Be & the number of B'effl such that
δ(B,B')<ZN is not greater than

Let [/I, /, AT] be the family of all (2/— l)-element sequences (B 1,B2, . . . , 6 2 1 - 1 ) of
bonds such that B1=A and δ(Bi9Bi+ί)^N9 z' = l, ...,2/-2. By Lemma 2.1, the
mapping from [A, /, W] which to each sequence assigns the set of all bonds appearing
in it maps [_A, I, N] onto the set of all subfamilies of our lemma. On the other hand the
above estimation yields

card [A, I, N] ̂  ((2b + 2N + L)v b)21"2 .

This proves our lemma.
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We will now show that the contour mapping X-*y(£) from 3Cf to &f(β\ is
injective4. Let X and 7 be two different elements of S£f and let a be the first (in
lexicographic order) element of TD for whichXa Φ Ya since Z differs from Y at a finite
number of lattice sites only, such αe TLV exists. It is easy to see that there exists Be £§ for
which a is the last element. Then B is either in y(X) or in y(Y) but not in both of these
contours, which proves the assertion.

For any integers /, N we let

X0=-'i, \y(X)\ = l y(X) is ^-connected} .

2.4 Lemma. Let Ae& and letQeA. Then the number of the translates of A contained in

is not greater than

If / = 1 then the number in question is 0 if there are no one-element bonds and 1
otherwise. Hence the estimation holds. Let a be the first element of A, letXe 3£lf N and
let y be the last element of Έv for which Xy= — l. Obviously, B = y — a + Aeγ(X).
Moreover, x t>0 for each x = (x1? ...,xv)e£. Put

α~ = min{x1 :xeA}, α+ = max{x1 \xeA} .

As is easy to see, if x + Aey(X) then for 1^.2

Λ; 1>-[α+-h(/-2)fc + (/-l)JV]. (2.3)

By symmetry

(2.4)

Since the right hand sides of (2.3) and (2.4) do not depend on the choice
we conclude that there are at most (2b — 3)b + (l — 1)N possible values of xί for
which there exists x = (x l5 ..., xv) such that x + A ε { γ ( X ) : X e 2 £ l f N } . The same is
true for any coordinate xfc, fe= 1, . . ., v. This proves our lemma.

2.5 Proposition.

\^N\^[_(2b-3)(b + N} + N + iγxl(2b + 2N + iγb-]21-2. (2.5)

This is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4 and the injectivity of y for
any non-empty fundamental family of bonds. One has also to take into account that
for every XεS£f and for each Bε&0 the translates of B appear in γ(X).

2.6. We pass to the core of the argument. We will say that the interaction has the
decomposition property if there exists a non-negative number N such that
jV-components of contours are again contours.

It is not hard to see, that a system has the decomposition property if and only if
there exists an integer N such that for each Xe2£f there exists a natural number

4 This was noticed before in [12]
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n = n(X) and X19 ... 9Xne^f such that
(i) γ(X ) are JV-connected, i — 1, . . . , n.

(ii) γ(
(iii) v(
If y(X) Cy(Y) we write X C 7.

Later we introduce in &f(TLv) a multiplication operation making it into a ring and
we relate algebraic properties of 3$ to the decomposition property. We will show that
a system has the decomposition property if and only if the greatest common divisor of
^ is trivial.

The decomposition property allows one to majorize the probability of
occurrence of a contour y(X) by

exp-2 X K(B). (2.6)
Beγ(X)

Moreover with the above definitions and lemmas we have the following version of the
classical Peierls argument.

2.7 Theorem. // the system has the decomposition property then ρ + (σ0)φO at low
temperatures.

It is enough to show that at low enough temperatures

for any large enough A.
Let K = min K(B\ let N be an integer of the definition of the decomposition

Be@o

property and let

^ = {Xe^f:X0= ~ 1, y(X] is JV-connected} .

Then 3£^ = (J ̂ N and (see the comments below)

^ Σ expf-2 Σ K(B)]^ £ exp-2K |yW|

00

= Σ ΣN^P-2K \γ(Y)\

-2xe-2kl; (2.7)

as easily seen directly, and also follows from the next section, if
and y(X1)ny(X2) = 0 then Z f l=Z1(β X 2 f f l for all αeL. Hence if X 0 = ~ l and
7(XΊ),..., y(Xn) are the N-components of γ(X) then there exist i, 1 ̂  z ̂  n, such that
X. 0 = — 1 this proves the first inequality of the chain. The next one is (2.6) and the
last one Proposition 2.5.

Since the series (2.7) is /1-independent and its sum tends to 0 as K-^oo, the
theorem is proved.
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3. Cycles and the Decomposition Property

We introduce now the algebraic structure which allows us to study the decom-
position property. First, in by now standard way (for finite systems cf. [7, 35, 22] and
literature therein) we define in SCf, (̂L), 3Pf(β} an (abelian) group structure which
makes y into a homomorphism [22]. Then, to obtain deeper results in case IL = TΠ we
define in &f(JL) the structure of a ring.

The group operation in S£f is defined point wise, with { — 1, 1} being the group
with identity 1. For any set IL, ^j(IL) has the symmetric difference

= (A\B)(j(B\A)

as the group operation the empty set is the zero of ^f(ΊL). The map

X,B-><^;B>=(-l)Card(AnB) (3.1)

is a bicharacter of ^j(lL) x ^(L) which separates points in the sense that for any
Ae0>f(ΊL), 4Φ0, there is Be&f(L) such that <A,£>Φ1.

The map

defines an isomorphism ^-»^(IL) we can therefore identify these two groups. As
follows from the definition of σB (Sect. 1),

Thus σB is a character of S£f.

X\-*y(K) is a homomorphism of &f(L) into &>s(β) (cf. Sect. 1 for the definition of y).
For, since <X+ Y,B> = <A:,β><Y,J3>, Bey(X+Y] iff Be(y(X)\y(Y))v(y(Y)\y(X))
which shows that y(X + Y) = y(X) + y(Y).

For βe&f(%\ ε(β)e0>f(1L) is defined by

Beβ

the sum here being taken in ̂ (1L) we write sometimes β instead of ε(jβ). ε(β) is the set
of all these xεlL which belong to an odd number of members of β. jδt-»ε(/f) is a
homomorphism of SPf(β} into ^y (IL). It is not hard to see that the maps ε and y are
conjugated one to another in the sense that

(3.2)

\ [30].

3.1. Set:

Elements of Γf are called contours and elements of 3Cf are called cycles. & — s(^
Since y and ε are homomorphisms Γf and 3Cf are subgroups of 0>f(β\

Γf and 3Cf are mutually orthogonal subgroups of &f(β) in the sense that

= l for ae3ff and βeΓf
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The orthogonality follows from (3.2).

3.2. Since J*f +X = 0 for anyX e ̂ /(1L), ̂ f(L) admits unique structure of a vector space
over the two-element field 1F2 = {0, 1}. The same vector-space structure is obtained
through the identification of (̂IL) with {0, 1}(L) which identifies sets with their
characteristic functions. Each subgroup of 0*f(lL) is a subspace of this vector space. TΠ
through its action on IL acts on &f(L) and ^f(^S) by automorphisms of these vector
spaces. It is therefore possible, and very useful in the following, to consider the action
of the group algebra F2[XV] on these spaces. We now recall the relevant facts,
[18,27].

3.3. Let k be a field and let G be a (commutative) group in our case k = F2 and G = Zv.
Let k[G] be the /c-vector-space of functions from G to k with finite support. The
k- vector-space structure is defined pointwise and the multiplication by

F G(α) = £ F(α-fe)G(&), F,Gek[G].
beG

Since G is an abelian group fc[G] is a commutative algebra.
Let ξ be a vector space over the field k and suppose that the group G acts by

automorphisms of ξ :

Then there is a natural action of fc[G] by endomorphisms of ξ defined by

v, veξ, Fefc[G]. (3.3)
αeG

For αeG let Xa be the characteristic function of {a} :

Xa(b) = lεk if b = a

-0 if feφα.

Then

XaXb=Xa + b (3.4)

anάXQ is the unit element 1 of k[G]. Furthermore, let < , > be a fc-bilinear form on
fc[G] defined by

<F,G>^ ΣF(x)G(x) (3.5)
xeG

and let

/(F)(x) = F(-x). (3.6)

/ is an involutive automorphism of k[G] :

I(I(F)) = F, /(F G) = /(F)-/(G), (3.7)

and

<F G,H> = <F,J(G).H> (3.8)

for any F,G,Hek[G].
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To prove (3.7) and (3.8) notice that both sides of these equalities are linear, bilinear
or trilinear expressions in F, G, H and that therefore it is enough to verify them if
F=Xa, G=Xb, H=XC, α, b, ceG, which is straightforward. [Physicists are familiar
with formulae like (3.5)-(3.8) from the Fourier analysis, when k = C and G = 1R or TL
I(F) is written usually as FJ]

Let now G = ZV and let

Xt=Xe< where βί = (δ l f,δ 2 ί,...,δ v i)eZ v.

Then for any α = (αl5 ... , αv)eZv

va _ vai V«v
A —A 1 ... A v ,

and since {Xa\aeTLv} are linearly independent, (3.4) shows that the subalgebra
fc[X\, . . . ,A%] of k[Zv] generated by {X. : i = 1, . . . , v} is isomorphic to the algebra of
polynomials in v variables with coefficients in k we will call its elements polynomials.

By well known properties of polynomials with coefficients in a field, fc[AΓ1? . . . , Xv~]
has the following properties :

(Pi) It is an integral domain, i.e. P.Q = 0 or Q = 0.
(jP2) Jί is a unique factorization domain (for any Pefc[X\, ... ,λ"v] there exist

irreducible polynomials P1? ... ,Pr and natural numbers n l 9 ... ,nr such that

_ OKI p«r
"* 1 • • • * , .

(P , ni)i=ί^^>r is unique up to a permutation and k-factors). Plainly, each element
of k[ZΓ] can be written as

and since Al , Aek, 1ΦO, are the only units (invertible elements) of k[X^ ...,λ"v] it
follows that λX\ λek, /IΦO, aeTL\ are the only units of k[Zv].

From the fact that any element of k[2ζv] is a unit times a polynomial one easily
deduces that k[2Zv] has also the properties (Pj), (P2) [the uniqueness of (P2) holds "up
to a unit"]. Then from (P2) one deduces that for any family T of elements of k[TLv~]
there exists unique, up to a unit, greatest common divisor [g.c.d. (T)]. We note the
following important difference between the case v = 1 and v Φ 1 : if T is an ideal of
k[2£v] then in case v = 1, g.c.d. (T)e Twhereas this is not true in higher dimensions in
general. This fact is responsible, from the point of view of this paper, for the existence
of phase transitions if v > 1 and their absence in the one-dimensional case.

3.4. Specializing to k = lF2 yields the group algebra IF2[ZV] which is of interest here.
As a vector space over F2, IF2 [2£v] can be identified with έPf(Zv) : the identification

mapping assigns to FeF2[Zv] its support, {ae%v:F(a) = l}. In other words, we
identify Ae^[Zv] with

aeA

This identification allows us to transfer the multiplication operation from F2[Z7] to
&f(%v). Multiplication byJ*Γα, αeZζv, corresponds to translation by a more generally

aeA
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the sum being taken here in ^f(Zv). Hence, J* as a translation invariant subgroup of
&f(Έv) becomes now an ideal. Note also that

I(A) = {-a:aeA}

and that under the natural identification of the group { — 1,1} with the field
IF2 — {0,1} the bicharacter (3.1) is (in case IL = TΠ] identical with the bilinear form (3.5).

Polynomials are identified with subsets of Zv

+ and that any element of 1F2 [Z
v] is a

unit times polynomial corresponds to the fact that any finite set can be shifted to Z\
by suitable translation. We also note that the greatest common divisor is unique up
to translation.

The action of fc[G] on /c-vector-spaces on which G operates by automorphisms,
described at the beginning of the preceding section, yields here an action of IF2 [2ZV] on
&f(&\ Γf and JίTf. The identification of 0>f(Zv) with IF2[ZV] allows then to write
expressions like

and if ̂ 0 is a (finite) fundamental family of bonds then for any ae^f(^) there are
unique PBe0>f(Zv\ £e^0, such that

α= Σ PB'{B}

3.5 Lemma. Let a= £ PB'{
B}andβ= Σ QB'(B} be ίwo elements of&f(3S); a is

Be@o Be^o

orthogonal to all translates of β if and only if

Σ PB I(QB) = O
Be@Q

Obviously

<«,/?>= Σ <PB,QB>- (3.9)
Be^o

α is orthogonal to all translates of β if and only if it is orthogonal to R-βϊor any
Re ̂ (Zv). Applying (3.9):

and by (3.8)

Σ <P»R QB>= Σ <PBΊ(QB),R>=( Σ

The last expression is 0 for all Re0>f(Zv) if and only if £ PBI(QB) = Q. Hence the
Be&o

lemma is proved.

3.6. Every element of Γf is a combination of translates of
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On the other hand since

is not hard to see that

B}. (3.10)

Let ^0 = {Bl5...,βπ} and let for l<^i<j^n

&i}. (3.11)

Since the homomorphism ε:0>

f(3S)-+0>f(%v) of the F2-vector-spaces commutes with
the actions of TΠ it commutes with the actions of W 2[F'](^ 0>f(Zv)). Therefore

^ - 0 .
This shows that β

3.7 Proposition. J/g.c.d. Jf = l and ae^f(3$) is orthogonal to all translates of β^
1 ?g i <j rg n, £/z£n αe Γ .

Let α= X Pi-ίBJ, P^^TΓ). By Lemma 3.6 the orthogonality of α to all
, — - i

translates of jβf</. is equivalent to

i j=l,.. .,n. (3.12)

Since / is an automorphism of the algebra &f(TLv\ g.c.d. {/(B):Be^0} = l. By
factorizing each of 7(j5f) into primes, it is easy to see that this together with (3.12)
implies that P. is divisible by /(£.), i = 1, . . ., n. This means that there exist P[.e &f(Zv)
such that

Substituting this into (3.12), we get

(Pί-P})./(βί)-/(BJ) = 0;

and since there are no zero-divisors in g?f(Zv) it follows that P^P- I(B.). Hence

α^P X /(B)-{B}
#6^0

which by (3.10) proves the proposition.

3.8 Theorem, The system has the decomposition property if and only if g.c.d. ^—1.

We prove now that g.c.d. J1 = 1 implies the decomposition property of Γf : only
this part of Theorem is needed in this paper. The converse is proved in the next
section.

Let

N= max diam(β. );
1 ^ i < 3 ̂  n

we claim that Λf-components of contours are contours.
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For let αeΓ^ and let α' be an JV-component of α. If β is a translate of one of βip

l^i<j^n, and β intersects α' then j8n(α\α') = 0. This shows that <α', β> = <α, β> and
that therefore α' is orthogonal to β. To finish the proof, we apply Proposition 3.8.

3.9. Since for any αe£v, {a}2 = {2a} in the sense of 0>f(Έ*} (^F2[ZV]) and
(A + B)2 = A2 -f-jB2, raising ^4 = ^Γ {α} to power 2" we obtain

A2n = {2na:aεA} for any ^e^.(Zv). (3.13)

We will prove now that if D = g.c.d. (β) is not a unit, i.e. if the greatest common
divisor is non-trivial then Γf does not have the decomposition property.

Let

r>

here — is the element of 0*f(%v) for which

I—
J(B)
1(0}

from

and j^ makes sense since / is an automorphism of the algebra ^a

/(Z
v). γ'0φΓf, for

it would follow that /(D) P — 1 in contradiction with the fact that D is not a unit. On
the other hand

is in Γf. But it follows from (3.13) that for any fixed N we can find n such that the
N-components of /(D)2"-/0 are translates of /0. This finishes the proof.

4. Reduction

Let 3$ be a translation invariant family of finite subsets of IL with a finite fundamental
subfamily ^0, let DeF2[Zv] and let

Let K be ferromagnetic translation invariant interaction with bonds $ and let

The theorem below tells that the systems with interactions K and K' are, in a sense,
isomorphic.
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4.1 Theorem. Ifρ+ and ρ/ + are the equilibrium states corresponding to the interactions
K and K\ respectively, then

+ KJ = ρ + K), any Ae^(L), (4.1)

' + K) = 0 if Aφ(D), (4.2)

where

Let for

A' = D A,

and let KA be the interaction with bonds $A such that

KA(B) = l, VBe@A.

We will show now that

) . (4.3)

To compare the partition functions that yield the two pressures of (4.3) we use
Heigh Temperature Expansion (HTE)5 : Let A be a finite subset of the lattice, let <$ be
a family of subsets of A, and let / be a function from ^ to real numbers. If we let

Z(I)Λ= £ exp
X<=%Λ Ce%

then HTE reads :

(4.4)
Bεβ

Let now DelF2[Zv], let

and let

Then β^β' is an isomorphism of ^f(^) onto 0>f(W) which commutes with ε:

β' = D.β. (4.5)

Since A^-^DΆ is a monomorphism of 0*f(L) into ̂ (L) (this follows from the fact
that ^(IL) is isomorphic as F2[ZV] -module to direct sum of a few copies of IF2[Z

V],
and from the fact that there are no zero divisors in F2[^

v]) (4-5) shows that β\->βf

defines an isomorphism of «#}(#) onto .#}(#'). Defining an interaction Γ in

= (J x A
xeD

by

5 cf. [16, 7, 35, 13] we employ the notation of the last of these references
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we conclude from (4.4) that

Z(Γ)A = 2\'A\-WZ(I)A. (4.6)

For any interaction K and for any finite subset A of the lattice, let KΛ be the
restriction of K to

If (A) is a Van Hove net then so is (A), and Z(((K + λKA)Λ)'),Λ differs from
Z((K' + λKA),A),A in a way that does not affect the thermodynamic limit, i.e.

lim -ί- log Z(((K + λKA)A)'),Λ = lim -̂  log Z((jK' + A^,)^ .
Λ | Λ | Λ \Λ\

The limit on the right hand side here is equal to p(Kf + λKA,); applying (4.6) to
I = (K + λKA)A we see that the left hand side is equal to p(K + λKA). This proves
(4.3).

On the other hand, as is not hard to deduce from the maximality of ρ+ (the
Griffiths inequality (02} in [31]) for any ferromagnetic interaction K.

This, together with (4.3), yields (4.1).
Let now A be any element of ^(IL). Then by (3.13) for large enough n

D2" A

consists of Card(D) copies of A, one separated from another by a distance of order
2". Since the " -f " state is translation invariant and clustering it follows that

On the other hand, by (4.1),

£' + (σjD2-.J = ρ + (<7D2"-ι.J

Hence, with the notation :

An = D»-ι.A,

it is enough to show that if Aφ(D) then Q + (σAr)-*Q as n— »oo.

The proof of the last statement will be divided in two steps : in Step 1 we show
that if Aφ(D) then Card(^n)->oo as π->oo in Step 2 (Lemma 4.3) we show that for
any ferromagnetic finite range interaction and any family An such that
Card(An)-*co

ρ + (σ^n)-»0 as n-*co.

4.2. Step 1. Let δ be the diameter of D (diam(D)):

(5 = max{|x — y\ :x,yeD} .

Let (C )ί6/ be the family of (2δ + l)-components of An, i.e. components of the graph
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(cf. Sect 2.1). £) C ίnjD C/. = 05 for z'Φj, since the distance between Q and C is
larger than 2δ. If T ί> 2diam (A) then D - An ( - D2n A) consists of Card (D) translates
of A with mutual distance ^2n-2diam(,4) [cf. (3.13)]:

DΆn= (JAX
xeD

(4.7)
dist(Ax,Ay)^2n-2diam(A) for x + y,

where

Ax = (2nx) A.

Let

and let a be any element of D. If J(α)n/(x) — 0 for all xeD, xΦα, then

AX= Σ β Q
ie/(α)

and therefore Aε(D\ contrary to what was assumed. Hence there exist z'0e/(α) and
beD, bφα, such that D-Cio intersects both Aa and Ab. It follows now from (4.7)
that at least two points of C o are distant one from another by not less than

2" - 2 άiam(A) - 2 diam(D) .

And since Cίo is (2(5 + l)-connected its cardinality, and therefore the cardinality of
An too, is at least

(2n - 2 diam(A) - 2 diam(D))/(2<5 + 1) .

This proves our assertion.

4.3 Lemma. For any ferromagnetic finite range interaction and for any sequence
(An) of finite subsets of the lattice with Card(,4n)-»oo as n-»oo

If (A^^j is a family of subsets of the lattice with mutual distance exceeding the
range of the interaction [ = max{diam(jB) :J5e^}] then

iel

on the right hand side here we have the expectation value in the state which is the

tensor product of the ρ^-states in Ai and the " + " ground state in flλ (J A{. To
\ i

prove (4.8) it is enough to add to the interaction the term

H X σ , #>0
ielLyjΛ,

which by GKS [7, II] increases the expectation value of σA, and to let H go to

+ oo. Then only contributions from configurations which are + outside of (J Ai
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survive in the limit a^ is most easily seen by considering the finite volume states
first. But under the assumption on range of the interaction the limit yields the right
hand side of (4.8).

Let now r be any integer larger than the range of the interaction, let IL0 be a
fundamental subset of IL with respect to the action of

and let A{ be the family of all the one point subsets of r2Γ p, peIL0 applying (4.8)
we obtain

Since there exists peL0 such that

\ArΛrT p\^E(\A\l\L0\},

where E(t) is the smallest integer ^ί, we have

ρ + (σJ

where

Since α is strictly smaller than 1, Lemma follows.
This ends the proof of Theorem 4.1.

4.4 Trivial Systems. This is an amusing example of systems that can be completely
analyzed with help of Theorem 4.1 :

A system is called trivial if ^={0}. By [30, Sect. 3.5] for any trivial system
and at any temperature all translation invariant equilibrium states coincide on
{σA : Aε$}. Again by [30, Sect. 3.5] if 1L = ZV a system is trivial if and only if all the
bonds are translates of a one, say D. Now Theorem 4.1 shows that in case of a
ferromagnetic trivial system on TΠ

(4.10

= 0 if Aφ(D); (4.2')

here (4.Γ) follows from (4.1) since the system with bonds {B/D :Be^} has one
point interaction of strength K. Since in the present case iϊ = (D), (4.2') shows that
there is only one translation invariant (and also periodic and quasi-periodic)
equilibrium state.

In fact one of us has shown recently that for some trivial system the equilibrium
state, not only the translation invariant* one, is unique at all temperatures.

5. The Main Theorem

Let J be any ferromagnetic, translation invariant interaction on L = ZV. Then,
according to [31],
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is a (temperature dependent) translation invariant subgroup oϊ3Pf(Ίίv\ i.e. J*+ is an
ideal of IF2(ZV].

Suppose now that the interaction is of a finite range and let D = g.c.d. (β\ Let
J' be the interaction with bonds 36' obtained by factoring out D from the bonds of

and such that

J'(B) = J(D-B).

Then, obviously, g.c.d. (J") = 1. We can therefore apply Theorem 4.1 first and then
Theorem 2.7 to the system with interaction J' ("reduced system"). This yields the
following.

Theorem. Let J, ,̂ D and J' be as above; at low enough temperatures 3$ + is the
subgroup of ^f(Zv) generated by translates of D, or, which is the same, the ideal (D)
of 1F2[2£V] generated by D. For any temperature

ρ + (σA) = Q if Aφ(D}

where ρ+ is defined by J and ρ'+ by J'.

In fact most of the results are obtained under weaker hypotheses than those of
the theorem:

Suppose that g.c.d. ̂ = 1. Let J*0 be a fundamental family for J* but instead of
assuming that ^0 is finite suppose that

£ J(β)<oo, J(B)>0. (5.1)

Since 1F2[Z
V] is a Noetherian ring, [27], there is a finite subfamily ̂ '0 of ̂ 0 such

that &' = &, where & is the set of translates of the elements of J^. Obviously,
g.c.d. (£§') = I. Let J' be the restriction of J to J". Theorem 2.7 applies to J', and
therefore at low enough temperature J" + =^f(Zv). On the other hand by the GKS
inequalities, [7,11], ρ + (σA)^ρr + (σA) for all Ae0>f(Zv). Thus if g.c.d.(J() = l the
theorem holds without the assumption of the finiteness of the range of the
interaction.

As for the reduction, the proof of Lemma 4.3 was the only place where
finiteness of the range of the interaction was essential. We therefore conjecture that
the theorem holds under the condition (5.1).

Appendix 1

We shall give a very explicit description of the group of finite cycles 3Γf of arbitrary
system in TΠ with a two-element fundamental set J*0.

(Al) Theorem6. Let ^0 = {A,B} and D-g.c.d. (A,B). Then JίTf is a free IF2[ZV>

6 This theorem of the first named author, was used in a proof that all systems with two fundamental
bonds are self dual (cf. [33])
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module freely generated by one element

i.e. for each /JeJf^ there is unique KeIF2[2£v] such that β — R a.

Proof. Let β = P {A} + Q{B}, P,βeF2[Zv], be an arbitrary element of j f f . Then

Since 1F2[2
V] is an integral domain hence

Since IF2[2ζv] is a unique factorization domain and

hence

J5 A
P^R - and Q = R'p

for a unique jReF2[^v]. Thus β = R>a. We have shown that 3ίf is generated by α.
Since Jf^ is free hence when it is generated by one element α, it is freely generated
by such an element.

(A2) Corollary. Let ^0 = {A,B} and g.c.d.(>l,B) = l. Then the group tff is
generated by translates of

Appendix B

We shall show here that at low temperatures £%+ determines not only 2£v-invariant
but also periodic and, more generally, quasi-periodic equilibrium states. This is an
extension of the results of [32, Sect. 4.8] we retain here the framework and
notation of this paper.

Consider first the case of a periodic equilibrium state ρ, i.e. assume that ρ is
invariant under a subgroup G of 2£v of a finite index. Since ρ is G-invariant we can
consider the action of 2Γ/G on ρ. Let

ρ is a 2Γ-in variant equilibrium state and therefore ρ(s^) = ρ + (SA) if Ae J*, [32,
Theorem 4.5]. Since ρ+ is maximal_on_each SA [32, inequality (G3)], it follows that
each ρx coincides with ρ+ on s^, Ae^. In particular ρeΔ + .

Suppose now that, more generally, ρ is 2£v-quasi-periodic. That means that the
Zv-orbit of ρ is pre-compact in the norm topology of the Banach space 2Γ. Let [ρ]
be the norm-closure of the 2ζv-orbit of ρ and let μ be a 2Γ-invariant measure on
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[ρ] it is not hard to see that such a measure always exists. Then

Q= ί Qξ(dξ)
[Q]

is a 2£v-invariant equilibrium state and hence at low temperatures ρ(sA) = ρ + (SA) if
Άe^. From the maximality of ρ+ we conclude that for μ-almost all ξ, ρξeA + .

Since the orbit of ρ is dense in [ρ], there exists a sequence aneΈv and ωeΔ +

such that

Knfe)--ω||-»0 as n.

In particular for any A such that Ae^

ί + βn)--ω(s^)l Ar is a translate of A}-+Q.

But by the translation invariance of ω on {sA:Άeiί} this last supremum is
certainly majorizing \Q(SA) — CO(SA)\ which shows that Q(sA) = ω(sA) if ΆeiS and that
therefore ρeJ + . This is the result we wanted to prove.
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